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Abstract – Wind has been a rapidly growing renewable power source for the last twenty years. Since 

wind behavior is chaotic in nature, its forecasting is not easy. At the same time, developing an accurate 

forecasting method is essential when wind farms are integrated into the power grid. In fact, wind speed 

forecasting tools can solve issues related to grid stability and reserve allocation. In this paper 30 hours 

ahead wind speed profile forecast is proposed using Adaptive Wavelet Neural Network (AWNN). The 

implemented AWNN uses a Mexican hat mother Wavelet, and Morlet Mother Wavelet for seven, eight 

and nine levels decompositions. For wind speed forecasting, the time series data on wind speed has 

been gathered from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) website. In this work, hourly 

averaged 10-min wind speed data sets for the year 2004 in the Midwest ISO region (site number 7263) 

is taken for analysis. Data sets are normalized in the range of [-1, 1] to improve the training 

performance of forecasting models. Total 8760 samples were taken for this forecasting analysis. After 

the forecasting phase, statistical parameters are calculated to evaluate system accuracy, comparing 

different configurations. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In recent days the importance of renewable energy 

sources has increased. Renewable energy is the best 

alternative to conventional energy sources. In fact, they are 

abundant in nature, where as conventional energy sources 

are exhausting day by day, they are non-pollutant and 

freely available in our environment. Wind power prediction 

is very much essential in the present day world. As wind 

power is proportional to the cube of wind speed, accurate 

wind speed forecasting can play a vital role in present and 

future wind power market. With the integration of wind 

power into the power system, forecast of wind power is 

gaining much more importance for proper grid operations. 

In the literature several methods and tools are proposed 

for wind speed forecasting. In this paper the authors will 

discuss 30 hours ahead wind speed forecasting, which will 

be helpful for one day ahead wind power market. 

Wind speed forecasting can be performed by Ensemble 

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) [1] and in 

combination with support vector machine (SVM). In this 

method wind data decomposed by EEMD can be 

forecasted individually by using SVM. Neural networks 

are massively used in wind speed forecasting [2-5]. Neural 

networks can be supported by a Back propagation 

algorithm (BPA), Tabu search algorithm for forecasting 

application. In [6] Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference 

Systems [ANFIS] is used for wind speed forecasting for 

power generation in Tasmania, Australia. Hybrid methods 

are also used for wind speed forecasting [7]. Hybrid 

methods can be a combination of Wavelet transforms (WT), 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and ANFIS. In [8] 

many wind speed forecasting methods have been discussed. 

In [9] two statistical based methods, namely Auto-

regressive Moving Average (ARMA) and Neural networks 

(NN) have been discussed for wind speed forecasting. 

Novel approaches like empirical mode decomposition 

(EMD) and time series analysis [10] are recently used for 

wind speed prediction for a practical data in North China. 

Wavelets are also used for wind speed forecasting [11, 

12]. Here wind speed series are decomposed and each 

decomposed signal is forecasted individually. Later on all 

these signals are then re-combined to get final forecasted 

signals [13]. Wavelet methods are also used for energy 

price forecasting [14] and for practical applications in 

power systems [16]. Data mining algorithms are also useful 

to predict wind speed and wind power as suggested in 

[17]. In [18], 48 hours ahead forecasting tool has been 

developed using a statistical method. In [19] a hybrid 

method is again used for wind speed forecasting to 

improve forecast accuracy. Finally, in [20] wind speed 

forecasting and its impacts on the generation system 
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reliability have been discussed.  

In this paper an Adaptive Wavelet Neural Network 

(AWNN) wind speed forecasting study has been conducted. 

Both Mexican hat and Morlet wavelets have been used 

as mother wavelets and analyses with 7, 8, 9 levels 

decompositions of wind speed series have been done in 

the forecasting studies. In each case decomposed signals 

are forecasted for 30 hours ahead and later all these 

signals are added to get forecasted wind speed. All these 

forecasting results are compared among themselves based 

on statistical parameters and their respective individual 

forecasting results are tabulated and commented in section 

III. Among these methods Morlet eight levels, nine level 

decompositions have shown best performances. AWNN 

Multi level decomposition for different wavelets are first 

time used in this paper.  

 

 

2. Wavelets 

 

A wavelet is a tiny wave which can increase and 

decrease its amplitude and width in a fixed time period. 

Wavelet properties make them more suitable for many 

problems. In wavelets translation, dilation parameters 

(generally represented as a, b) reflect length and breadth 

of a wavelet. These parameters can be adjusted according 

to the problem type, and varied accordingly. They are 

easily adaptable, flexible and easily fit into any complex 

problems. Compared to neural networks wavelets training 

is accurate since wavelets consist of translation, dilation 

parameters. Wavelet analysis is advantageous when 

compared to Fourier series analysis. In Fourier analysis 

every signal can be expressed either in sine or cosine 

waveforms, where as in wavelet analysis a suitable wavelet 

can be chosen from a family of wavelets. Fourier analysis 

is suitable to analyze either frequency or time but not 

both at the same time, where as in wavelet analysis this 

operation is possible. In other words wavelets can be better 

adoptable to time varying frequency analysis. Wavelet, 

as shown below, satisfies two fundamental properties by 

which it can be said that wavelets are also like ordinary 

waves [12, 15]:  

 

 � ����. ���	� 
 0  (1) 

 � ���	� ���. �� 
 1  (2) 

 

Several types of wavelets exist in literature. Depending 

on the type of the problem, a suitable wavelet can be 

chosen. Here in this paper Mexican hat wavelet and Morlet 

wavelets have been chosen for wind speed forecasting. 

One complete year (2004) of Wind speed data has been 

collected from National Renewable Energy Laboratory 

(NREL) website [13]. This paper is based on Adaptive 

Wavelet Neural Networks, where the term “Adaptive” 

means they can be suitable or adjustable to new conditions. 

In the present problem hidden layer consists of wavelet 

function where wavelet function output value is based on 

network weights as well as translation a and dilation b 

parameters.  

These translation and dilation parameters are also 

updated at every iteration like network weights so that 

network convergence is faster and forecasting result is 

more accurate. Another thing which can differentiate the 

present paper with remaining literature is an additional 

direct connection between input and output layer which 

leads to better input-output relation there by forecast 

accuracy improves. The above mentioned hidden layer and 

additional direct input-output relation not only improves 

forecast accuracy but also distinguishes this network 

structure with previous networks existing in literature. In 

wavelets Multi Resolution Analysis (MRA) technique has 

been used to decompose wind signal to find approximated 

and detailed coefficients. Decomposition makes signal 

clearer to visualize and noise can be then easily eliminated 

to improve prediction accuracy. Generally approximated 

coefficients are used to analyze low frequency signals and 

detailed coefficients are used to analyze high frequency 

signals. Finally these two coefficients combination is used 

to analyze signal at all levels so that signal can be analyzed 

accurately. Each of these coefficients are forecasted for 

next thirty hours ahead and all these forecasted signals 

are re-combined to get original signal by using Wavelet 

Methods for Time series Analysis (WMTSA).  

Thus in this paper WMTSA (Wavelet methods for Time 

series Analysis) has been used. This is a wavelet tool kit 

designed in MATLAB to analyze time series data. Wavelet 

methods can be easily implemented by using this toolkit. 

MATLAB code is implemented for mentioned algorithm 

using MATLAB R2009a version to evaluate wind speed 

forecasting. Here a back propagation algorithm is used to 

train the network. Wavelet networks are the combination of 

wavelet decomposition and neural networks, and they 

posses neural network characteristics too. Wavelet neural 

network is similar to back propagation network except that 

input layer is connected to hidden layer as well as output 

layer. Here an AWNN method is used for wind speed 

forecasting [12, 15]. 

 

2.1 Mexican hat wavelet 

 

Fig. 1 shows [12] wavelet neural network where u1, u2 … 

u50 show input wind velocities, z1, z2, z3 are hidden nodes, 

v1, v2, … v50 represent weights connected between input to 

output and w1, w2 …… wm are weights of connection 

between hidden and output node, where m denotes number 

of weights and here m=3. In Wavelet neural network, 

hidden layer consists of wavelet function. In this section 

Mexican hat has been used as a mother wavelet and is 

shown in Fig. 2 [15]. It is obtained after derivation 

Gaussian function twice, where Gaussian function is 

defined as:  
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 ���� 
 �1 � ����	�.���
  (3) 

 
This function has some special properties like symmetry 

in shape, explicit in expression, providing exact time 

frequency analysis. All these properties make Mexican 

hat more suitable for forecasting applications. Here 

input patterns have been set as	� 
 	 ���, ��, … … …… . ����. 
Where n denotes dimension, that is number of wind 

samples n=50, and ‘u’ is a pattern; similarly p such patterns 

are used to train the network. In each pattern the elements 

are lag hours of different decomposed signals. The wavelet 

family generates the entire input space using translating 

and dilating the mother wavelet as:  

 

 ��,��� � 
 !1 � "#$	�� %�& �	�.��'$()* ��  
 +,-; /, 0,1; 	/ 2 0 (4) 

 
The input data in the input layer is directly transferred to 

the wavelet layer. Finally, the n-dimensional wavelet basis 

function is calculated based on tensor product of all one-

dimensional wavelets, so output Zj of hidden layer neurons 

is given by  
 

 ( )
1

,       

n

j ij ij i

i

Z a b u j n

=

= ∈∏ψ   (5) 

 
To map the linear input-output relation, it is tradition to 

have additional direct connections from input to output 

layer, since wavelets are not used for reconstructing linear 

terms. The representation of the Wavelet Neural Network 

(WNN), for hour-ahead forecast of the decomposed signal 

is calculated as: 

 

 3 
 ∑ 5676869� : ∑ ; � � 9� : <  (6) 

 
Where wj indicates the weight between the j

th wavelon 

and output node, vi represents the weight between the i
th 

input node and output node, and g is the bias at output node. 

Standard back propagation algorithm with gradient descent 

technique is then used to train the wavelet neural network 

and output function is computed by the Wavelet Neural 

network (WNN), which is differentiable with respect to 

unknown parameters like translation, dilation parameters, 

weights and bias of the network. The main goal of training 

is minimization of cost function which is also known as 

mean square error (E). Where E can be represented as: 

 

 = 
 ��> ∑ ���?���	@A9� 	and ��?� 
 3�B��?� � 3�?�  (7) 

 

Where ( )y p  is the calculated (forecasted) output and 

(d) ( )y p  is the actual output required for a given pth input 

pattern. A free parameter update is given as: 

 

  Γ�? : 1� 
 Γ�?� : D∆Γ�p� : α∆Γ�p � 1�  (8) 

 

where  ΔΓ 
 IJIK  (9) 

 

where Γ  is a unknown free variable, η and α are 

learning rate and momentum parameters. The change in 

free parameters using (7) can be found as: 

 

 ∆56 
 �76 , L	,	M  (10) 

 ∆; 
 �� , +	,	-	  (11) 

 ∆< 
 �   (12) 

∆/ 6 
 	 NOPQP�$P R#$	�$P�$P S� ∗ U3 � R#$	�$P�$P S�	W �	�.���#$()$P�/�$P��   

  (13) 

∆0 6 
 	 NOPQP�$P 	R#$	�$P�$P S ∗ U3 � R#$	�$P�$P S�	W �	�.���#$()$P�/�$P��   
  (14) 

 

Algorithm for Wind Speed Forecasting using AWNN 

Network 
 
Training: 

1. After normalizing, first 50 wind samples (from 1to 50) 

have been used as input for AWNN network and 

immediate sample (51st wind sample) is the target 

wind sample. 

2. Next 2 to 51 wind samples have been used as input for 

the network and next immediate (52nd sample) is the 

target wind sample. 

 

Fig. 1. Wavelet neural network 

 

Fig. 2. Mexican hat wavelet 
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3. This process is used recursively for next 60 patterns 

(Each pattern consists of 50 wind samples). 

4. Similar procedure is used for D1 to Dn and Sn, till 

problem converges (here ‘D’ and ‘S’ indicates detailed 

and absolute coefficients where ‘n’ represents level of 

decomposition). 

 

Testing: 

5. Once the problem converges, then that weights, 

translation a, dilation b parameters have been used to 

test wind speed data. 

6. Forecasting (testing) has been done for 30 hours ahead 

from 2551 to 2580 wind sample and corresponding 

wind input samples are from 2501 to 2550, in each 

instant forecasted output has taken input for the next 

pattern. This recursive procedure repeated for next 30 

samples.  

7. This procedure is applicable to D1 to Dn and Sn. 

8. Finally all these coefficients are added to get forecasted 

wind speed. 

9. Decomposition of wind speed signal at different levels 

is shown below from Figs. 3-5. These individual 

decomposed signals are helpful to analyze the complete 

wind speed series. All these decomposed signals are 

forecasted individually and later added to get 

forecasted wind speed. 

 

2.2 Morlet wavelet 

 

Fig. 6 [15] shows Morlet wavelet, which has been used 

for wind speed forecasting in this section. Generally Morlet 

wavelts are used for rapid variations in the signals. Wind 

speed variations are drastic so morlet wavelet is best 

suitable for wind speed forecasting applications.  

In this part of work Morlet mother wavelet is used. The 

following equations can explain forecasting processor by 

using AWNN. 

Morlet mother wavelet is defined as: 

 

 ���� 
 �	�.�����YZ[5�  (15) 

 

The translation and dilation version of Morlet wavelet is 

as follows: 

 	��,��� � 
 �	�.��'$()* �	�		cos5 "#$	�� % 	+,-; /, 0,1; 	/ 2 0  
  (16) 

 

Fig. 3. Decomposition of wind signal up to seven levels 

using MRA 

 

Fig. 4. Decomposition of wind signal up to eight levels

using MRA 

 
Fig. 5. Decomposition of wind signal up to nine levels 

using MRA 

 

Fig. 6. Morlet wavelet 
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Fig. 7. Decomposition of wind signal up to seven levels 

using MRA 

 
Fig. 8. Decomposition of wind signal up to eight levels 

using MRA 

 

Fig. 9. Decomposition of wind signal up to nine levels 

using MRA 

As we already discussed in equations from 5-9, we 

repeat the same procedure as in Morlet wavelet and finally 

ija∆ , ijb∆ is given by 

 

Δ/ 6 
 U�5676/ 6 W U� � 0 6/ 6 W `�	�.�U#$	�$P�$P W�a 
Rsin5 !#$	�$P�$P & :	!#$	�$P�$P & ∗ cos5 !#$	�$P�$P &S	 (17) 

Δ0 6 
 U�5676/ 6 W `�	�.�U#$	�$P�$P W�a 
Rsin5 !#$	�$P�$P & : !#$	�$P�$P & ∗ cos5 !#$	�$P�$P &S	 (18) 

 

Decomposition of wind signal at different levels has 

been shown in the following figures from 7-9. Similar 

algorithm is used to forecast the wind signal using again 

Morlet wavelet in the above mentioned Mexican hat 

wavelet neural network. 

 
 

3. Results and Discussions 
 
In this section wind speed forecasting results using 

AWNN are analyzed and discussed. In Adaptive Wavelet 

Table 1. Comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed 

for mexican hat with seven level decomposition 

S.No Actual wind speed Forecasted wind speed APE 

1 9.595167 9.189712 4.225616917 

2 9.4745 9.079249 4.171734656 

3 9.1115 8.737504 4.104658947 

4 8.8355 7.378941 16.4853036 

5 8.851834 8.186296 7.518645289 

6 8.559333 7.626548 10.8978702 

7 9.063833 9.24966 2.050203264 

8 8.298832 8.203028 1.154427515 

9 5.607 5.930405 5.767879436 

10 4.078667 5.361111 31.44272381 

11 4.160667 4.558301 9.556977283 

12 4.307999 3.599741 16.44053306 

13 4.766334 5.136361 7.763346001 

14 5.519332 4.301009 22.07374008 

15 6.015333 5.745225 4.490324975 

16 6.573333 6.365196 3.166384542 

17 5.354334 4.645285 13.24252465 

18 3.865334 4.446974 15.04760003 

19 4.597999 5.877655 27.83071506 

20 5.688 4.97942 12.45745429 

21 6.994167 5.251978 24.90917074 

22 6.340167 4.381469 30.89347647 

23 5.975333 5.037561 15.69405421 

24 6.799668 7.521831 10.62056265 

25 11.259999 10.421019 7.450977571 

26 6.538667 6.022146 7.899484711 

27 5.498667 6.010304 9.304746041 

28 4.708501 5.978171 26.96548222 

29 1.894668 2.471988 30.47077377 

30 2.466499 2.498242 1.286965857 
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Neural Network (AWNN), Mexican hat mother wavelet 

and Morlet mother wavelet have been used. Both these 

wavelets are used to forecast at seven, eight and nine 

levels of decomposition. Tables 1 to 4 have shown 

comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed for 2 

different wavelets at various levels of decomposition. 

Table 7 shows comparison among all forecasting 

methods based on their respective statistical measures. 

Among all these results Morlet wavelet 8-level, 9-levels 

decomposition are giving the best results. Morlet wavelet 

8-level decomposition shows a better accuracy when APE, 

MAPE, MAE are considered and 9-level decomposition is 

relatively better when RMSE, Correlation coefficient (R) 

are considered. Figs. 10 to 15 have shown graphical 

representation between actual and forecasted wind speed. 

This comparison has been done for 30 hours ahead wind 

speed prediction.  

Selection of mother wavelet function surely depends 

on problem type, smoothness and reconstruction. Here, 

for wind speed forecasting problem, Morlet wavelet 

Table 2. Comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed 

for mexican hat with eight level decomposition 

S.No Actual wind speed Forecasted wind speed APE 

1 9.595167 9.56812 0.281881493 

2 9.4745 9.532789 0.615219801 

3 9.111499 9.369368 2.830149024 

4 8.8355 9.134161 3.380238809 

5 8.851834 8.75646 1.077449035 

6 8.559333 8.189299 4.323163966 

7 9.063832 8.637543 4.703187349 

8 8.298832 8.529891 2.784235179 

9 5.607 6.881739 22.73477796 

10 4.078667 4.640319 13.77047942 

11 4.160667 4.364783 4.905848029 

12 4.307999 3.891793 9.661237154 

13 4.766334 4.31445 9.480745579 

14 5.519332 4.955982 10.20685112 

15 6.015333 5.304903 11.81031873 

16 6.573333 6.166792 6.184701125 

17 5.354334 5.713537 6.708640141 

18 3.865333 4.901829 26.81517996 

19 4.597999 4.430219 3.64897861 

20 5.688001 5.095091 10.42387299 

21 6.994168 5.906183 15.5556029 

22 6.340168 6.1882 2.396908095 

23 5.975334 6.108899 2.235272539 

24 6.799667 6.374635 6.250776692 

25 11.259998 9.196934 18.32206365 

26 6.538667 7.817506 19.55809953 

27 5.498667 6.037141 9.792809785 

28 4.708501 5.83076 23.83474061 

29 1.894668 2.328039 22.87318939 

30 2.466499 2.936377 19.05040302 

 

Fig. 10. Actual and forecasted wind speed time series using 

Mexican hat Wavelet as a mother wavelet for 

seven levels of decomposition 

Table 3. Comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed 

for mexican hat with nine level decomposition 

S.No Actual Forecasted APE 

1 9.595167 9.615025 0.206958357 

2 9.4745 9.493094 0.196242525 

3 9.1115 9.325148 2.34481699 

4 8.8355 8.925718 1.021085394 

5 8.851834 8.659254 2.175594346 

6 8.559333 8.716196 1.832642586 

7 9.063833 7.752656 14.46602276 

8 8.298832 8.026883 3.276955119 

9 5.607 6.997708 24.80306759 

10 4.078667 5.047196 23.74624448 

11 4.160667 4.704828 13.07869628 

12 4.307999 3.659684 15.0490982 

13 4.766334 4.673307 1.951731027 

14 5.519332 5.151474 6.664900752 

15 6.015333 5.69256 5.365837602 

16 6.573333 5.78957 11.92337282 

17 5.354334 6.837027 27.69145518 

18 3.865334 5.384645 39.3060729 

19 4.597999 4.168523 9.340497899 

20 5.688 4.382504 22.95175809 

21 6.994167 5.341859 23.62408561 

22 6.340167 6.446008 1.669372431 

23 5.975333 6.380628 6.782784025 

24 6.799668 6.478375 4.725113745 

25 11.26 8.288978 26.38562401 

26 6.538667 8.107309 23.99024144 

27 5.498667 5.659873 2.931728726 

28 4.708501 4.700952 0.160327034 

29 1.894668 2.363804 24.7608552 

30 2.466499 1.908955 22.60467164 

 

 
Fig. 11. Actual and forecasted wind speed time series using 

Mexican hat Wavelet as a mother wavelet for eight 

levels of decomposition. 
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shows itself suitable in terms of above mentioned 

factors so that forecasting with this Mother wavelet 

leads to more accurate results. Besides, since if as levels 

of decomposition increases then resolution, accuracy of 

forecast will increase accordingly. 8-levels decomposition 

is generally more accurate than 7-levels decomposition. 

Coming to 9-levels decomposition results, as network 

parameters reached to saturation, the analysis did not show 

any further improvement with respect to 8-levels; in fact 8-

levels decomposition shows relatively better performance. 

Various statistical parameters are evaluated by using 

following formulae in order to evaluate forecasting 

accuracy: 
 

Absolute Percentage Error 
AW FW

APE
AW

−
=   (19) 

Mean Absolute Error 
1

1 n

i

MAE AW FW
n

=

= −∑   (20) 

Mean Absolute Percentage Error  

Table 4. Comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed 

for morlet with seven levels decomposition 

S.No Actua lind speed Forecasted wind speed APE 

1 9.595167 9.786488 1.993930903 

2 9.4745 9.142087 3.508501768 

3 9.1115 8.680746 4.727586018 

4 8.8355 8.330151 5.719529172 

5 8.851834 8.465897 4.359966533 

6 8.559333 9.128673 6.651686527 

7 9.063833 8.367285 7.684916525 

8 8.298832 7.166809 13.64075089 

9 5.607 5.175618 7.693632959 

10 4.078667 4.694924 15.10927467 

11 4.160667 4.643594 11.6069611 

12 4.307999 4.623076 7.313766786 

13 4.766334 4.483208 5.940120856 

14 5.519332 4.972898 9.900364754 

15 6.015333 5.33394 11.32760231 

16 6.573333 5.857781 10.88568007 

17 5.354334 4.577123 14.51554946 

18 3.865334 4.463562 15.47674793 

19 4.597999 4.919821 6.999175076 

20 5.688 5.229268 8.064908579 

21 6.994167 6.167391 11.82093593 

22 6.340167 5.475529 13.63746412 

23 5.975333 6.521853 9.146268501 

24 6.799668 7.625141 12.13990154 

25 11.26 10.28198 8.685790409 

26 6.538667 7.551742 15.49360137 

27 5.498667 4.889832 11.07241082 

28 4.708501 5.217122 10.80218524 

29 1.894668 2.234991 17.96214429 

30 2.466499 2.988866 21.1784801 

 

Fig. 12. Actual and forecasted wind speed time series using 

Mexican hat Wavelet as a mother wavelet for nine 

levels of decomposition. 

Table 5. Comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed 

for morlet with eight level decomposition 

S.No Actual wind speed Forecasted wind speed APE 

1 9.595167 9.608746 0.141519163 

2 9.4745 9.620617 1.542213309 

3 9.111499 9.22095 1.201240323 

4 8.8355 8.982207 1.660426688 

5 8.851834 8.699975 1.715565385 

6 8.559333 8.978057 4.892016703 

7 9.063832 8.570497 5.442896559 

8 8.298832 7.9095657 4.690615499 

9 5.607 5.461619 2.592848225 

10 4.078667 4.621818 13.31687534 

11 4.160667 4.231304 1.697732599 

12 4.307999 4.448335 3.257568073 

13 4.766334 5.105917 7.12461611 

14 5.519332 5.487811 0.57110172 

15 6.015333 6.28739 4.522725508 

16 6.573333 6.231578 5.19911284 

17 5.354334 4.95261 7.502781859 

18 3.865333 4.801392 24.21677511 

19 4.597999 4.759794 3.518813292 

20 5.688001 6.090666 7.079200584 

21 6.994168 6.351407 9.189956547 

22 6.340168 5.229632 17.51587655 

23 5.975334 6.572387 9.991960282 

24 6.799667 7.864612 15.66172285 

25 11.259998 10.099903 10.30279934 

26 6.538667 6.339146 3.051401761 

27 5.498667 6.701029 21.8664269 

28 4.708501 4.212325 10.53787607 

29 1.894668 2.113744 11.56276456 

30 2.466499 3.10834 26.0223499 

 

 
Fig. 13. Actual and forecasted wind speed time series using 

Morlet Wavelet as a mother wavelet for seven 

levels of decomposition. 
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In above equations AW=Actual wind speed, FW= 

Forecasted wind speed, n=Number of wind samples, RAF= 

Covariance between Actual and Forecasted wind speed, Std 

(A) = Standard deviation of Actual wind speed, Std (F) = 

Standard deviation of Forecasted wind speed. 

 

Summary of parameters used to train AWNN 

Network: 

� Learning rate (η) = 0.5 

� Momentum coefficient (∝) = 0.5  

� Tolerance (ℰ ) = 0.0001 

� Number of training patterns = 60 and each training 

pattern consists of 50 input samples. 

� Number of input nodes = 50 

� Number of hidden nodes = 3 

 

Fig. 14. Actual and forecasted wind speed time series using 

Morlet Wavelet as a mother wavelet for eight 

levels of decomposition. 

 

 

Fig. 15. Actual and forecasted wind speed time series using 

Morlet Wavelet as a mother wavelet for nine levels 

of decomposition. 

 

Table 7. Comparison of statistical measures for different 

wavelets at various levels of decomposition 

  
Mexican hat wavelet Morlet wavelet 

7Level 8Level 9Level 7Level 8Level 9Level 

MAPE 12.846 9.874 12.168 10.16 7.920 8.022 

MAE 0.722 0.540 0.678 0.584 0.433 0.445 

RMSE 0.866 0.701 0.866 0.626 0.553 0.544 

R 0.901 0.918 0.872 0.930 0.938 0.940 

 

Average computation time to converge (from D1 to Dn 

and Sn) is varying from 4 seconds to 60 seconds and it also 

depends on wavelet type and decomposition level. 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

In this paper wind speed forecasting has been carried out 

for 30 hours ahead. Wind speed forecasting performance 

by AWNN method is analyzed and discussed using 

Mexican hat and Morlet mother wavelets. The wind signal 

is decomposed for seven, eight and nine levels of 

decomposition. In all these decomposed methods signals 

are forecasted individually, later they are re-combined by 

Table 6. Comparison of actual and forecasted wind speed 

for morlet with nine level decomposition 

S.No Actual Forecasted APE 

1 9.595167 9.647073 0.540959839 

2 9.474501 9.252712 2.340904286 

3 9.1115 8.871408 2.635043626 

4 8.8355 8.679741 1.76287703 

5 8.851834 8.576621 3.109107107 

6 8.559334 8.641674 0.961990734 

7 9.063832 8.778055 3.152937963 

8 8.298832 7.177598 13.51074464 

9 5.607 5.426421 3.220599251 

10 4.078666 4.805737 17.82619611 

11 4.160667 4.474413 7.540762094 

12 4.307999 4.443899 3.154596833 

13 4.766333 4.69403 1.516952341 

14 5.519332 5.413714 1.913601139 

15 6.015333 5.494748 8.654300601 

16 6.57333 5.868578 10.72138475 

17 5.35433 4.487903 16.18180052 

18 3.86533 4.044323 4.630730106 

19 4.59799 4.930559 7.232921342 

20 5.688 5.139981 9.634651899 

21 6.99416 6.078072 13.09789882 

22 6.34016 5.627326 11.24315475 

23 5.97533 6.142464 2.797067275 

24 6.79966 7.835711 15.23680596 

25 11.26 10.2925 8.592362345 

26 6.53866 7.211777 10.29441812 

27 5.49866 5.14026 6.517951646 

28 4.70850 5.127497 8.898736328 

29 1.89466 2.245309 18.50722557 

30 2.46649 3.089123 25.24368637 
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using WMTSA (Wavelet Method for Time Series Analysis). 

Among three different levels of decomposition 8-levels 

decomposition has given better result in their respective 

wavelets, depending on the number of wind samples that 

we have taken. Among all these methods Morlet wavelet 

with eight levels of decomposition gives minimum MAPE 

and (7.92%), MAE (0.433). Morlet 9-level decomposition 

has resulted in better correlation Coefficient (R) 0.940 

and minimum Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) 0.544. 

Thus Morlet Generally Morlet wavelets are better suited 

to analyze sudden variations so here for wind speed 

forecasting this kind of wavelet was best suited. Therefore 

AWNN with Morlet wavelet both 8-levels and 9-levels of 

decomposition have shown better results. Among these two 

Morlet wavelet 8-level decomposition wind forecasting 

results were relatively more accurate. 
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